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Target Date Fund Questionnaire

Determine the Plan’s Target Date TypeSM

Compare the scores below for equity exposure and asset class
diversification against the quadrant map. Target date funds in the
quadrant matching the plan’s scores may be best aligned with the
goals and needs of the plan.
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Plan decision-makers should answer the five questions below to
assess the level of equity exposure at the target date and the asset
class diversification desired for the plan’s target date fund.
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Understand Plan Goals and Participant Needs

NW
ASSET CLASS DIVERSIFICATION

STEP 1

QUADRANT MAP

SW

EQUITY EXPOSURE

1

What is the plan’s primary outcome objective for its target date fund?

2

Based on reports received or other information, plan participants tend to...

3

The plan prefers a target date fund that seeks to...

Help meet participants’ income
replacement goals at retirement

Help maximize participants’ savings
throughout their lifetimes

save at less than sufficient levels;
take a high number of loans or withdrawals;
withdraw a significant amount or all of their
assets within a few years of the target date

save consistently at sufficient levels;
take few, if any, loans or withdrawals;
retain a significant amount or all of their
assets in the plan well beyond the target date

manage downside risk

maximize upside return potential

Add combined score from questions 1, 2, 3 to
determine the EQUITY EXPOSURE* score.
*Percentage of equity exposure at target date

4

What is the plan’s viewpoint on broad portfolio diversification?

5

What is the plan’s preference for the type of asset classes to be included in a target date fund?

Not likely to improve portfolio outcomes

Very likely to improve portfolio outcomes

Use only traditional asset classes,
such as stocks and bonds

Use traditional asset classes and others

(e.g., emerging markets equity, high yield, commodities)

Add combined score from questions 4, 5 to
determine the ASSET CLASS DIVERSIFICATION* score.
*Percentage
of equity
exposure at target
date
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This is not all encompassing. This is not intended to be legal advice. We recommend that you check with your
ERISA council to ensure any information you use to fulfill your obligations as a plan sponsor are in compliance.
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Target Date Quadrants Defined
NW

NE

QUADRANT CHARACTERISTICS
 Lower level of equity exposure at the target date
 Higher number of asset classes—tend to include both traditional and extended asset classes

QUADRANT CHARACTERISTICS
 Higher level of equity exposure at the target date
 Higher number of asset classes—tend to include both traditional and extended asset classes

INVESTMENT ORIENTATION
 Focus on ensuring income replacement at retirement
 Focus on managing volatility more efficiently
 Believe higher diversification can potentially create more optimal portfolios

INVESTMENT ORIENTATION
 Focus on managing longevity risk post-retirement
 Focus on managing growth more efficiently
 Believe higher diversification can potentially create more optimal portfolios

PLAN PROFILE
 Seek to help meet participants’ income replacement goals at retirement
 May have participants who exhibit typical savings behavior
 Prefer target date funds that seek to manage downside risk
 Believe broad diversification is likely to improve portfolio outcomes
 Believe diversification can be achieved by extending beyond traditional asset classes

PLAN PROFILE
 Seek to help maximize participants’ savings throughout their lifetimes
 May have participants who more closely exhibit optimal behavior
 Prefer target date funds that seek to maximize upside return potential
 Believe broad diversification is likely to improve portfolio outcomes
 Believe diversification can be achieved by extending beyond traditional asset classes

SW

SE

QUADRANT CHARACTERISTICS
 Lower level of equity exposure at the target date
 Lower number of asset classes—tend to maintain focus on traditional asset classes

QUADRANT CHARACTERISTICS
 Higher level of equity exposure at the target date
 Lower number of asset classes—tend to maintain focus on traditional asset classes

INVESTMENT ORIENTATION
 Focus on ensuring income replacement at retirement
 Focus on managing volatility
 Believe lower diversification can provide appropriate levels of portfolio optimization

INVESTMENT ORIENTATION
 Focus on managing longevity risk post-retirement
 Focus on managing growth
 Believe lower diversification can provide appropriate levels of portfolio optimization

PLAN PROFILE
 Seek to help meet participants’ income replacement goals at retirement
 May have participants who exhibit typical savings behavior
 Prefer target date funds that seek to manage downside risk
 Believe broad diversification is not likely to improve portfolio outcomes
 Believe diversification can be achieved primarily with traditional asset classes, such as
stocks and bonds

PLAN PROFILE
 Seek to help maximize participants’ savings throughout their lifetimes
 May have participants who more closely exhibit optimal behavior
 Prefer target date funds seeking to maximize upside return potential
 Believe broad diversification is not likely to improve portfolio outcomes
 Believe diversification can be achieved primarily with traditional asset classes, such as
stocks and bonds

This document is a general communication being provided for informational purposes only. It is educational in nature and not designed to be a recommendation for any specific investment product, strategy, plan feature or other purposes. By receiving this
communication you agree with the intended purpose described above. Any examples used in this material are generic, hypothetical and for illustration purposes only. None of J.P. Morgan Asset Management, its affiliates or representatives is suggesting that the
recipient or any other person take a specific course of action or any action at all. Communications such as this are not impartial and are provided in connection with the advertising and marketing of products and services. Prior to making any investment or financial
decisions, you should seek individualized advice from your personal financial, legal, tax and other professional advisors that take into account all of the particular facts and circumstances of your own situation.
TARGET DATE FUNDS: Target date funds are funds with the target date being the approximate date when investors plan to start withdrawing their money. Generally, the asset allocation of each fund will change on an annual basis with the asset allocation becoming
more conservative as the fund nears the target retirement date. The principal value of the fund(s) is not guaranteed at any time, including at the target date. The Target Date Compass is designed to provide a framework for identifying and evaluating target date
funds (TDF) that align most closely with a plan’s overall goals and its participants’ needs. The goal of the tool is to help plan sponsors assess their retirement plans’ desired level of equity exposure at the target date, as well as desired level of asset class
diversification–two important characteristics of TDFs. The framework also encourages plan sponsors to understand, and consider, the characteristics and behaviors of their workforce as part of the target date selection process–factors that the Department of Labor
(DOL) has also stated fiduciaries should take into account when designing the investment menu for a defined contribution (DC) plan. The Target Date Compass is meant to help in the due diligence process when evaluating TDFs for a plan. The Target Date
Compass is not meant to replace the fiduciary responsibilities that are inherent with all plan sponsors. If the Target Date Compass is used, it should be used as part of a comprehensive due diligence process. Plan sponsors should not rely exclusively on Target
Date Compass to make investment decisions. The ultimate responsibility for choosing an investment option is that of the plan sponsor. J.P. Morgan takes no responsibility for the final investment decision. It is important to note: the intention of the tool is to help
highlight the differences between target date funds in order to make informed comparisons.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the marketing name for the asset management businesses of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates worldwide. J.P. Morgan Funds are distributed by JPMorgan Distribution Services, Inc.; member of FINRA.
Any and all information set forth herein and pertaining to the Target Date Compass and all related technology, documentation and know-how (“information”) is confidential and proprietary to JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (“JPM”).
© 2021 JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. | All rights reserved. | U.S. PATENTS NO. 8,255,308 AND 8,386,361.

Our Firm
We serve our clients as fiduciaries, which means we are legally obligated
to act in their best interest in all situations. This Fiduciary standard sets us apart
from other firms and is a testament to our dedication to providing quality service
and sound advice.

We Are Proud to Offer these Services
 Comprehensive Retirement Plan Consultation and Services
 Asset Management and Financial Planning for Individuals and Families
 Award-Winning Financial Wellness Solutions*
*“HR Tech Outlook names Financial Fitness for Life “Company of the Year – 2020”
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/10/08/2105793/0/en/HR-Tech-Outlook-names-Financial-Fitness-for-Life-Company-of-the-Year-2020.html
Advisory products and services offered by Investment Adviser Representatives through Prime Capital Investment Advisors, LLC (“PCIA”), a federally registered investment adviser.
PCIA: 6201 College Blvd., Suite#150, Overland Park, KS 66211. PCIA doing business as Prime Capital Wealth Management ("PCWM") and Qualified Plan Advisors (“QPA”).
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